MSX Signs Memorandum of Understanding the Ministry of Social Development, Oman as a part of its Social commitment under Sustainable ESG Initiatives (Inset L to R: H.E. Sheikh Rashid Al Shamsi from MoSD & Mr. Haitham Al Salmi from MSX )
MSX Signs Memorandum of Understanding the Ministry of Commerce, Industry & Investment Promotion, Oman as a part of its Social commitment under Sustainable ESG Initiatives (Inset L to R: Mr. Mubarak Al Dohani DG Commerce from MOCIIP)
MSX Signs Memorandum of Understanding the Environment Authority, Oman as a part of its Social commitment under Sustainable ESG Initiatives (Inset L to R: Dr. Ahmed Al Saayari Advisor Environment Authority)
MSX Joined the UN SSE Initiative - Insert On Screen: Anthony Miller Coordinator UN SSE (Sustainable Stock Exchange) Initiative announcing MSX UN SSE Partnership
MSX Hosted Its First Sustainable Exchange Initiative under the patronage of H.E. Sheikh Abdullah Al Salmi (Executive President CMA).
MSX also hosted the first Capital Market Industry Participant, IRO & CEO Workshop on the Fundamentals of ESG with Sustainable Square

Insert (L to R): Mr. Monaem Bin Lellahom CEO SQ & Mrs. Majeda Al Maamari Head of Sustainable Investments MSX